Spotlights
not simply be explained by geographical expansion, as a
similar pattern was observed for sequences of Kinshasa
lineage alone. Although additional studies will be necessary
to elucidate social and cultural practices that may have
driven such an expansion, e.g., poor vaccination strategies
or changes in the practices of high-risk sex workers, it is now
apparent that the combination of social factors and increased transportation connectivity were the major driving
forces behind the early spread of HIV-1 in Africa.
Faria and colleagues were also able to compare, for the
first time, migration and individual transmission rates of
HIV-1 groups M and O (outlier). They showed that during
group M expansion, group O was quickly left behind.
Differences in population dynamics between the two phylogenetic groups had not previously been investigated and
will be crucial for future studies addressing group O failure
to produce a pandemic.
In conclusion, the work by Faria et al. [7] provided a
much-needed contribution to our understanding of HIV-1
group M early dissemination and epidemic spread from
Kinshasa to eastern and southern regions of Africa. The
results of this elegant combination of human population
and evolutionary data now begs for quantitative testing of
specific hypotheses regarding the contributions of each of
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the discussed ecological factors in shaping the epidemiological history of the pandemic.
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How cells maintain a stable size has fascinated scientists
since the beginning of modern biology, but has
remained largely mysterious. Recently, however, the
ability to analyze single bacteria in real time has provided new, important quantitative insights into this longstanding question in cell biology.
In nature, cells can be as small as 0.2 mm (e.g., Mycoplasma gallicepticum) and as large as 0.1 m (e.g., Syringammina fragilissima), spanning almost six orders of
magnitude. Individual organisms, however, show much
narrower size distributions, and under constant conditions
most single-celled microorganisms change their size by
only two-fold between birth and division. For Escherichia
coli, the variance of size distribution at division is 10% of
the average [1], a strong indication that these cells know
how to maintain stable size.
In 1958, Schaechter, Maaloe, and Kjeldgaard established a general underlying principle in microbial physiology known as the ‘growth law’ [2]. It states that the average
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cell size is exponentially proportional to the average nutrient-imposed growth rate. That is, if we culture the cells in
an unknown liquid medium X, we just need to measure the
growth curve and we can predict the exact average size of
the cells in that medium. What determines the cell size,
and how do cells maintain their size under a given growth
condition?
Historically, cell size homeostasis has been discussed in
the context of two major paradigms: sizer, in which the cell
actively monitors its size and triggers the cell cycle once it
reaches a critical size, and timer, in which the cell attempts
to grow for a specific amount of time before division. Pinning
down which model is correct poses daunting experimental
challenges, because size control study requires quantitative
measurements at the single-cell level with extreme precision [3] and throughput [4] under tightly controlled experimental conditions. It has only been in the past few years that
the data with sufficient quantity and quality [4,5] have
become available to address size maintenance in the way
researchers since the 1950s dreamed of.
The latest in the series of single-cell studies is the
collaborative work by the Scherer and Dinner groups
[5]. They studied Caulobacter crescentus, a model bacterial
organism known for asymmetric cell division and cellular
differentiation. Upon division, the two daughter cells of
C. crescentus are distinct from each other in shape and
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The second question is related to size maintenance. The
authors plotted division size (sd) vs. birth size (sb) from
individual cells, and concluded that the data are scattered
around a linear line sd = 1.8  sb. This is reminiscent of
timer, because it would mean that cells ‘divide upon reaching a critical multiple (1.8) of their initial sizes’ after
growing a specific amount of time [5].
However, the conundrum is that timer cannot maintain
stable size distributions when cells elongate exponentially,
since size fluctuations diverge as a square root of the
number of consecutive cell divisions, like a random walk
(to prevent an uncontrolled size divergence, the birth size
and the generation time should be negatively correlated
[5]). In fact, close inspection of the data [5] (http://dinnergroup.uchicago.edu/downloads.html) suggests that C. crescentus maintains stable size following a principle for E. coli
originally proposed by Koppes and colleagues. This principle states that cells add a constant size between birth and
division, irrespective of the birth size [7]. The published
data in E. coli [4] strongly supports the model (Figure 1A
and 1B; http://jun.ucsd.edu/mother_machine.php). The

size: the larger ‘stalked’ cell binds to a surface, whereas the
smaller ‘swarmer’ cell is initially motile and differentiates
into a stalked cell. This allowed the authors long-term
continuous observations of growth and division of the
stalked cells in a flow chamber, producing amounts of
single-cell data comparable to previous work in E. coli
[4]. The authors addressed two questions: (i) How do cell
size and generation time change with respect to the temperature-imposed growth rate? (ii) What is the relationship between the size at birth and division?
The answer to the first question has been suspected by
bacterial physiologists since the 1950s [2,6]. That is, temperature affects only the overall chemical reaction rates,
and changing it is equivalent to rescaling the global timescale of physiology. Thus, watching growth and division of
individual cells at different temperatures would be like
playing the same film at different speeds. The large
amounts of data in [5] indeed elegantly shows that the
size and generation time distributions obtained at different temperatures collapse when rescaled by their respective means.
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Figure 1. Relationship between size at birth (sb) and added size between birth and division reveals the nature of cell-size maintenance. (A) The published data of added size
from bacteria to single-celled eukaryotes is well described by a linear line a  sb + D, where a is the slope and D is the off-set. Caulobactor crescentus shows weak positive
slopes (a = +0.21  +0.33) [5], whereas the timer in [5] predicts a = +0.8. The inset is division size (sd) vs. birth size (sb), showing an unambiguous deviation from the timer
prediction. This resembles the Escherichia coli data [4], where a  0 (perfect adder). E. coli thus add constant size D irrespective of the newborn size. Budding yeast shows a
range of slopes (from near 0 for mother cells up to 0.52 for daughter cells; data from [8]), and fission yeast shows a strong negative slope (a = 0.76; data from [9],
adapted, with permission, from Journal of Cell Science). (B) The data in (A) can be summarized in a single added size vs. birth size diagram. Slope +1 corresponds to perfect
timer, 1 to perfect sizer, and 0 to perfect adder. Based on this criterion, C. crescents is timer-like adder and yeast is sizer-like adder, whereas E. coli is perfect adder. (C) It is
thus unlikely that these model organisms share the same biological mechanism for size control. However, their size homeostasis can be described by the same principle
illustrated here. For perfect adder, both large and small newborn cells passively approach the population average size by adding constant D. This applies not only to
imperfect adders such as yeast, but also to asymmetric dividers such as C. crescentus. The major difference between these organisms is their speed of size convergence,
and shown on the right is a schematic prediction based on the sign of the slope a.
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beauty of this ‘adder’ is that it automatically ensures size
homeostasis, because at every cell division the cell
approaches (albeit passively) the population average as
illustrated in Figure 1C.
Size homeostasis requires neither perfect adder, nor
symmetric division. For example, C. crescentus actually
shows weak positive slopes (+0.21  +0.33; data from [5])
between newborn size vs. added size, whereas budding yeast
and fission yeast show negative slopes (up to -0.8; data from
[8,9]). Yet, their size maintenance shares the same convergence principle for perfect adder (slope 0; E. coli) (Figure 1C).
[For interested readers, here is a fun exercise: Consider a
newborn cell growing by a  sb + D as imperfect adder
(Figure 1B), where a is the slope and D is the y-intercept
(perfect adder means a = 0, i.e., growth by a constant
size D). One can show that the newborn size converges
to sb ! D=ð1  aÞ for symmetric division, as long as
1 < a < 1 and D > 0. For asymmetric dividers such as
C. crescentus, where the size ratio between daughter 1 and
2 is r1 : r2 ¼ ð1  r1 Þ and daughter cell 1 grows by
a  s1,b + D, their newborn sizes converge to s1;b ! D 
and
s2;b ! D  r2 =ðð1 þ aÞ  r2  aÞ.
r1 =ð1  ð1 þ aÞ  r1 Þ
Thus, for perfect adder (a = 0) with symmetric division
ðr1 ¼ r2 ¼ 1=2Þ, we recover s1,b ! D & s2,b ! D. For timer,
ð1 þ aÞ  r1 ¼ 1 and, therefore, sd ¼ s1;b =r1 ¼ ð1 þ aÞ  s1;b . If
C. crescentus employed timer as sd = 1.8  s1,b, the slope
would be a = 0.8 (Figure 1A)].
The major difference between these organisms is their
speed of size convergence. Quantitative prediction is
straightforward, and adders with positive slopes (sizerlike) correct their size deviations faster than adders with
negative slopes (timer-like) (Figure 1C).
After all, probably neither perfect timer ða ¼ þ1Þ nor
perfect sizer ða ¼ 1Þ exists in nature, and our simple
criterion based on adder provides a general framework
for understanding the nature of size maintenance. The
next question is: What is the biological origin of the
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sign of the slope, and how is it related to the cell cycle
to ensure one-to-one correspondence between replication
and cell division [10]? Experimental methods that can
probe physiology at the single-cell level, combined with
quantitative analysis that can make experimentally testable predictions, will be key to answering these fundamental questions.
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